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Product Popularity versus Size of Conversation in Social Media: An Analysis of Twitter Conversations about YouTube Product Categories

Nitin Mayande, Charles Weber
Dept. of Engineering and Technology Management, Portland State University, Portland, Oregon, USA

Abstract—It has always been assumed that a large conversation about a topic on social media implies that the topic is popular. However, an empirical study of Twitter conversations about a variety of YouTube product categories, which is described in this paper, has shown that this is not necessarily the case. Popularity as measured by distribution volume is not necessarily a reliable indicator of the size of a community or conversation that is associated with a product category. This suggests that current online marketing practices are not nearly as effective as has been assumed to date. Novel, potentially more effective approaches to online marketing are suggested in the paper.

I. INTRODUCTION

People all around the world are utilizing online social networks at an astonishing rate, and today’s marketers are responding to the increasing importance of online social networks by spending billions of dollars in digital marketing (Ng and Vranka [42]). With increased spending on social media, businesses are feeling the pressure to gain new insights into customer behavior (Halavais [28], Lindsay, et al., [35]). Success in marketing through online social media apparently critically depends upon understanding the social network that may have a potential interest in your product or service and by identifying the key attributes about the influencers that will spread your marketing message (Lindsay, et al. [35]). Yet, this is easier said than done, because to date nobody really understands how online social networks get organized (Aral, et al. [3], Cha, et al. [12] [13], Li and Bernoff [33], Mayande [37], Weber and Mayande [52], Wiertz, et al. [54]).

This lack of understanding can have severe consequences such as gross misallocation of marketing resources (Edwards [18] [19]) and an inability to shape online conversations about a product (Chakrabarti and Berthon [14]). The latter can result in missed opportunities such as free advertising and better brand recognition (Longart [36]). Even worse, negative conversations about a product that can lead to irreparable financial damage to the firm that develops the product (Ayres [6], Khammash and Griffiths [33]).

An issue of preeminent interest in online marketing is whether activity transcends platforms. For example, does the number of online conversations on a social networking platform about a specific product category on another media platform indicate how popular that product category is? Is the size of the online community that discusses the product category an indicator of the product’s popularity?

This paper describes an empirical study that tests the following guiding proposition: The popularity of a product category is reflected in the size of the community and the magnitude of the online conversations that discuss the product category. In other words, more popular product categories should generate communities that are bigger in size. These communities, in turn, should generate larger conversations about the product category. Conversely, accessing larger conversations should consequently grant marketers access to more popular products.

To test the abovementioned proposition, we, the authors of this paper, analyze the metadata of online conversations about six product categories that vary greatly in popularity, where distribution volume acts as a proxy for popularity. Establishing a positive correlation between the distribution volume of a product category and the size and activity level of the online community that discusses the product category would support the above proposition. A failure to do so would suggest that activity does not transcend platforms. In that case, engaging blindly with the largest online community that discusses a specific product category on another platform may constitute a misallocation of resources, because that product category may not be popular.

II. CASE STUDY RESEARCH METHOD

Fig. 1 illustrates the design of this study, which deploys the case study research method (Eisenhardt [20], Yin [57]) to look at social networks from the point of view of product categories. A product category that is discussed by a social network is considered a case. The product category in each case is sufficiently mature, so as to avoid any bias associated with startup effects. Conversely, the product category should not be in rapid decline, so as to avoid any bias that pertains to rapid decay of the social network under study.
"Music" has been rated as the most popular category, as it upon theoretical sampling and replication logic (Leonard-Barton [32], Yin [57]). The key criterion for theoretical sampling in this study is scale, because we would like to find out whether the social networks that discuss products categories in which content is consumed at high volumes behave differently from social networks that discuss product categories in which content is consumed at relatively low volumes. Replication logic manifests itself by selecting two product categories from each level of distribution volume. Thus the guiding proposition of this research is tested in more than one case. However, replication of cases “requires that the phenomenon being studied be defined by some characteristics common to all the research situations” (Yin, [55], as cited by Leonard-Barton [32], p. 251). Thus, all cases in this research come from a common delivery platform—YouTube.

### B. Delivery Platform: YouTube

The success of a product category delivered on YouTube depends on its “popularity” or distribution volume, which is generally measured by the total number of views per unit time (Xu, et al. [56]). Theoretical sampling (Eisenhardt [20], Leonard-Barton [32], Yin [57]) in this study consequently consists of choosing product classes that either have very high or relatively low distribution volumes, as well as some product classes of intermediate scale. Each YouTube product class consequently constitutes a case. Replication logic dictates that our sample should contain at least two of each, i.e. a total of at least six.

The YouTube delivery platform was chosen as a setting for this research because of its wide variability in scale. Some YouTube product categories are an order of magnitude more popular than others. “Music,” “Comedy,” “Entertainment,” and “Sports” have been identified as categories of interest on YouTube in the academic literature (Thelwall, et al. [49], Xu, et al. [56]), as well as in industry reports (Sysomos [47]). “Music” has been rated as the most popular category, as it comprises of almost 31% of all videos. “Entertainment” has been slated to be the second most popular category with 14.59% of all videos. Music and Entertainment have consequently been chosen as cases in the “large” volume category. “Comedy” and “Sports” categories are in the middle range of popularity with each category comprising of almost 6% of all videos. They will serve as cases in the “medium” category. We also intend to analyze “Howto” and “Science” categories, as they lie on the lower end of popularity, comparatively, with each category comprising only 3% and 2.5% of overall videos, respectively.

### C. Analysis Platform: Twitter

Twitter was chosen as the analysis platform for this study for the following reasons. First, Twitter is the only social media platform that can capture changes in the context and content of online conversations at the rate at which they actually occur. Furthermore, all data on Twitter are available in the public domain. Finally, Twitter is popular enough for it to cover a sufficient number of conversations to enable a comprehensive analysis of the product categories under study. As early as 2014, Twitter received almost 190 million unique visits every month (Alexa [2]), which makes it the eighth most popular website in the world, and over 1 billion tweets were generated on Twitter every 5 days (Statistichain [46]).

Twitter is a micro-blogging platform (Zhao and Rosson [58]), which was founded in 2006. Microblogs are short comments usually delivered to a network of associates (Huberman, et al. [30]). Microblogging is also referred to as micro-sharing, micro-updating, or ‘tweeting’ (Huberman, et al. [30]). A message on Twitter is known as a ‘tweet’.

Every person or entity on Twitter (like alias, company, etc.) is identified by its Twitter handle. Every Twitter handle can tweet. A Twitter handle can direct a tweet towards another Twitter handle by “@ mentioning” them. The recipient Twitter handle can either forward the message to its network by retweeting “RT @” the sender’s message, or reply to the sender by “@ mentioning” the sender’s Twitter handle. The recipient can choose to do neither.

Tweets have a very unique character. In contrast to many other messages, they are limited to 140 characters (Ramage, et al. [45]). Tweets commonly ask for or share information, news, opinions, complaints, or details about daily activities. Tweets may include hyperlinks to news stories, blogs, pictures, videos, etc. Tweets show up in the stream of those following the poster of the tweet; most posts are also publically available. Tweets are time stamped and publicly displayed on the Twitter platform.

Tweeting directly impacts word of mouth communication because it allows people to share thoughts almost anywhere (i.e., while driving, getting coffee, or sitting at their computer) to almost anyone “connected” (e.g. Web, cell phone, instant messaging, email) on a scale that has not been seen in the past (Honeycutt and Herring [29]). While the shortness of the microblog keeps people from writing long thoughts, it is precisely the micro part that differentiates microblogs from other word-of-mouth media, including full blogs, web pages,
and online reviews (Ramage, et al. [45]). A standard microblog is approximately the length of a typical newspaper headline and subheading (Milstein, et al. [41]), which makes it easy to both produce and consume.

D. Population Study

The study described in this paper is a population study. Modern data extraction capabilities on the Internet allow us to study whole populations. This approach not only eliminates sample selection bias; it also ensures that the results observed are valid and generalizable to the entire population under study. This is especially important in studies that involve networks, as selecting only a sample instead of the population can break a network into multiple small networks (Goggins and Petakovic [26]), which can lead to faulty results. Furthermore, the data collection method deployed in this study (see section F) allows us to extract large amount of data from which statistically significant conclusions can be drawn.

E. Data Collection

We have conducted a retrospective study, for which data were collected in continuous time. Under these circumstances, the number and sequence of events and the duration between them can all be calculated. The main advantage of this approach lies in the greater detail and precision of information (Blossfeld and Rohwer [8]). It also reduces time required to collect data, and it enhances the chances of recognizing the overall patterns (Leonard-Barton [32]).

Given that YouTube is the platform of analysis, each YouTube product category constitutes a case. Twitter is the research setting, and Twitter conversations about specific YouTube product categories have become the unit of analysis. Data on the conversations about the chosen product categories were collected on Twitter.

Twitter data is easily available through application programming interfaces (API’s) from which the networks forming within a context can be easily deduced. For the sake of simplicity, we use keyword search as a means of finding contextual networks (Jansen, et al. [31]). Both the Twitter platform as a data source and keyword search as data filter have been used in previous studies (Jansen, et al. [31], Teevan, et al. [48], Williams, et al. [55]).

Data were gathered for a period of three months (a total of 91 days), from December 31st, 2013 to March 31st, 2014, in order to control for any monthly periodicity in the data (Gonçalves and Ramasco [27], Meiss, et al. [40]). The particular time period of data collection was chosen at random. The data have been analyzed in daily intervals, in order to capture tweet volatility patterns caused by daily routine (Dodds et al., [17]). (For example, Twitter users in Tokyo tweet a lot less during working hours (Gigaom [25]).) The 24 hours started in accordance with Greenwich Meridian Time (GMT).

F. Managing Noise

Twitter generates more than 1 billion tweets every 5 days (Statisticbrain [46]). Therefore, in order to reach the relevant audience, it is important to weed out noise, which is classified into two categories:

1. Contextual Noise: People have multiple topics of interest which may vary from the work that they do, their hobbies, their likes and dislikes, lifestyle choices, etc. Hence, they tweet about these multiple topics of interest. In order to identify a relevant social network, the context of conversations that is relevant to the business objectives (marketing, brand perception, customer support, etc.) needs to be identified. The remaining conversations fall under contextual noise. Contextual noise is very subjective and depends upon the business objective. Reducing contextual noise is achieved by using keyword searches.

2. Broadcast Noise: After identifying the context, a social network forming within that context can be identified. In order to identify these networks, it is necessary to identify the relationships people form within the network. Relationships in this case are formed when people interact with each other. In this case, we consider two actions that form relationships when they are tweeting somebody: @ mentioning or retweeting (RT @). The tweets that do not evoke any response, i.e., nobody interacts (@mentions or RT @), are considered broadcast noise. The rate of participation in the largest network does not impact the size of network, but it does impact the volume of tweets associated with the largest network. Therefore, while considering the total number of people participating in the largest network, only the Twitter user names that participate on a particular day are counted for that day. Even if the participants tweet more than once, they are still only counted once as the ‘daily unique’. But, while
considering the total number of tweets, only the tweets associated with the largest network will be counted for analysis. The same process will be followed while measuring number of people participating on daily basis and tweet volumes on a daily basis associated with overall topic, broadcast and engaged activity within the overall topic.

The removal of broadcast noise allows us to analyze people that are engaged in the contextual conversation. Within that conversation only the largest network of people (community) that is engaged in a collective conversation everyday will be considered for analysis. The distinction between the collective conversation and isolated conversations is shown in Figure 2. A large group of people are engaged in a collective conversation, whereas small isolated groups converse on the side in isolated conversations.

### TABLE 1: DEFINITIONS OF METADATA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total_Tweets</td>
<td>Cumulative sum of daily volume of tweets associated with the topic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcast_Tweets</td>
<td>Cumulative sum of daily volume of tweets associated with all broadcast activity on a topic. These are all the tweets without an @mention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engaged_Tweets</td>
<td>Cumulative sum of daily volume of tweets associated with all the engaged activity in a topic. These are the tweets with an @mention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community_Tweets</td>
<td>Cumulative sum of daily volume of tweets associated with the largest network engaged in the collective conversations within a topic (see fig. 2).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total_People</td>
<td>Cumulative sum of daily unique people associated with the topic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcast_People</td>
<td>Cumulative sum of daily unique people associated with all broadcast activity in a topic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engaged_People</td>
<td>Cumulative sum of daily unique people associated with all engaged activity in a topic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Largest_Community</td>
<td>Cumulative sum of daily unique people associated with the largest network engaged in the collective conversation within a topic.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### III. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

As shown in Table 2, the six chosen cases were categorized based on their popularity as measured by percentage of distribution volume of all videos on the YouTube platforms. They were binned into three categories: high, medium and low. Table 2 also displays cumulative numbers for metadata categories that were defined in Table 1.

According to our guiding proposition, products categorized as high in popularity were supposed to generate communities that were bigger in size, both in terms of number of tweets and people involved, than products that were categorized medium or small. However, Table 2 illustrates that this is not the case. According to all metadata metrics, which act as criteria for this study, the “Entertainment” category, which was categorized as ‘high’ based on YouTube popularity, generated fewer tweets than the “Comedy” and “Sports” categories, which were categorized as ‘medium’. The numbers were not even close. For example, “Entertainment”, generated 16,365 community tweets, whereas “Comedy” and “Sports” generated 25,624 and 32,778 community tweets, respectively, over the same period of time. This trend can also be extrapolated community sizes. For example, the largest communities within “Comedy” and “Sports” consisted of 24,555 and 29,998 participants, respectively, whereas “Entertainment” consisted of only 15,882. Large discrepancies in activity can also exist in communities that discuss product categories of comparable popularity. For example, the “Howto” category and the “Science” category exhibit comparable popularity, with respective distribution volume percentages of 3.1% and 2.86%. However, all metadata criteria indicate that the Twitter conversations about and Twitter communities associated with “Science” were more than four times larger than conversations about or communities associates with “Howto”.

![Table 2: Metadata Overview](image-url)
In this study, the 24-hour data collection cycle in accordance with Greenwich Meridian Time (GMT) is somewhat arbitrary. We consequently recommend further research to determine whether and how the results of this study are impacted by changing the start times of the 24-hour cycle. Furthermore, in this study, relevant Twitter research to determine whether and how the results of this study are impacted by changing the start times of the 24-hour cycle. Furthermore, in this study, relevant Twitter researchers have identified based on the presence of the word “YouTube” and the product category names in a tweet. A product category on YouTube, for example “Entertainment”, might encompass various types of videos that do not fall under the conversations on Twitter in which the word “Entertainment” is used. For example, videos of

IV. CONCLUSIONS

As suggested by our guiding proposition, products categorized as high (in terms of popularity) on YouTube were supposed to generate Twitter communities that were bigger in size, than products that were categorized medium or small, both in terms of number of tweets and the number of people involved. The results of our study indicate that this does not hold true; the guiding proposition could not be confirmed. A positive correlation between the popularity of a YouTube product category and the size of the Twitter conversation that the product category generates could not be established, suggesting that activity does NOT necessarily transcend platforms. Evidently, the number of online conversations on a social networking platform about a specific product category on another media platform does not necessarily indicate how popular that product category is, and the size of the online community that discusses the product category is not necessarily an indicator of the product’s popularity.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Contributions to Management Practice

Due to the substantial impact of online social networks on marketing and e-commerce (Weber & Mayande [32]), these findings have significant implications for management practice. First and foremost, online social networks are disrupting traditional marketing models. Millions of consumers are continuously engaging in highly fluid conversations (Dodds, et al. [16]). As a consequence, the trends in society from which market needs for products and services are increasingly being articulated or even determined in cyberspace (Chakrabarti & Berthon [14], Deighton [15]). In addition, activities such as marketing, customer service and product innovation, firms and organizations are increasingly able to take advantage of business ecosystems (Afsarmanesh & Camarinha-Matos [1]) by leveraging their network value (Bressler & Grantham [9]). Furthermore, firms and organizations utilize online social networks to coordinate business and information exchanges because these networks are central to many successful business models (Feller, et al. [21]). Weber & Mayande [52] consequently argue that significant competitive advantage in the globalized economy of the 21st Century can be derived from understanding how online social networks are structured and how they behave.

B. Contribution to Theory

Unfortunately, practicing firms that are engaging with online social networks are unable to make sense of the phenomenon, in part because they are not able to rely on a solid theoretical foundation (Aral, et al. [3], Li & Bernoff [34]). Extant theory of social networks may not apply to online social networks because it is based on observations of the real world (Mayande [37]). Practicing firms also lack sufficient practical experience to comprehend how online social networks behave (Wiertz, et al. [54]). They may consequently really be grossly misallocating resources due to their nescience of the phenomenon (Weber, Hasenauer & Mayande [51]). Empirical confirmation of these assertions from the academic literature constitutes the primary theoretical contribution of this paper.

C. Limitations

Some of the limitations of this study may be a direct consequence of the research methods that have been deployed. For example, starting the 24-hour data collection cycle in accordance with Greenwich Meridian Time (GMT) is somewhat arbitrary. We consequently recommend further research to determine whether and how the results of this study are impacted by changing the start times of the 24-hour cycle. Furthermore, in this study, relevant Twitter researchers have identified based on the presence of the word “YouTube” and the product category names in a tweet. A product category on YouTube, for example “Entertainment”, might encompass various types of videos that do not fall under the conversations on Twitter in which the word “Entertainment” is used. For example, videos of
movie trailers might be grouped under “Entertainment” category on YouTube but people talking about the movie trailers on Twitter might not use the word “Entertainment” in their tweet. This may partly be due to the limitations put forth by the platform itself (e.g., the 140 character limit on Twitter). However, this might not be the case for Music category. People engaged in conversations on Twitter about “Music” may use the word “Music” in all of their conversations. As a result, the “Music” conversation might generate one large cohesive community, while “Entertainment” may spawn multiple communities on Twitter (Goggins and Petakovic [26]). Therefore, further research is required to understand how community definitions translate across platforms.

D. Implications and Suggestions for Further Research

An in depth understanding of commercial activity in the 21st Century may hinge on investigating how online networks organize, behave and evolve. In particular, exploring how network structure and knowledge flows influence each other and how they impact a variety of network phenomena including influence may be of paramount importance (Edwards [18] [19], Mayande [37], Weber & Mayande [52]). Most importantly, these studies would have to identify the location of the most influential members of the network (Aral & Walker [5]). The results of such studies could help managers in real-world organizations design routines, structures, processes and practices from which radically innovative products and dramatically improved services can be developed (Weber & Mayande [52]). They should also be able to improve their ability to create social contagion through viral product design (Aral & Walker [4]).

The findings of this paper suggest that novel approaches to online marketing may be required to meet the needs of the modern consumer. First and foremost, today’s marketers need better measures of influence in social networks. Centrality metrics from graph theory (e.g., Freeman [22] [23]) can approximate the communication activity of a particular node (degree centrality); the control over the communication process is exerted by a node in the network (betweenness centrality); and the efficiency of a node’s communication process (closeness centrality), but they do not really measure influence within the network (Mayande [37], Weber & Mayande [52]). Eigenvector centrality (Bonacich [10]) measures the extent of a node’s influence measures influence as a function of the spread of information very effectively (Bonacich [11]), but not as a function of how rapidly information spreads (Mayande [37], Weber & Mayande [52]). Entropy centrality (e.g., Mayande & Weber [38], Nikolaev, et al. [43], Tutzauer [50], Weber, et al. [53]) appears to do that more effectively (Weber & Mayande [52]), in part because it measures the amount of information that can concentrate in a particular node (Weber, et al. [51]).

Recent research on online social networks also suggests that directionality may matter substantially (Mayande [37], Mayande & Weber [39]). A person that affects the propagation of information does not necessarily influence how it is consumed, and conversely (Barley and Tolbert [7], Giddens [24], Goggins & Petakovic [26], Orlukowski [44]). In order to identify key influencers within an online social network and deduce their behavioral traits, digital marketers consequently need to analyze patterns of consumption and propagation of information across the network (Weber & Mayande [52]).

Finally, as the study in this paper has shown, the behavior of online social networks may be more dependent on context than it is on scale. One cannot simply assume that more popular product categories generate larger conversations on social media, which implies, conversely, that analyzing the largest online conversations will not necessarily lead to the most popular product categories. Furthermore, recent research (Mayande [37], Weber & Mayande [52]) has demonstrated that the structure of the network that surrounds the influencer impacts how information flows through it, and conversely. Both factors impact the loci of influence, and both can change radically over short periods of time (Mayande [37]). Successful online marketing will consequently consist of identifying the loci of highest influence in each network and exploring the context in which each network operates. Tools and methods for doing so are under development (Weber, et al. [51]), but further research must be conducted for these tools and methods to be effective (Weber & Mayande [52]).
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